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Alfonso Reyes (1889-1959) was the embodiment of the Latin American poet, essayist, and literary theorist during the first half of the twentieth
century. With an astonishing intellectual curiosity and capacity for work, he thought and wrote about every important topic and major
intellectual current that defined his beleaguered times. This collection recovers Reyes’ legacy from the standpoint of the twenty-first century,
with essays written exclusively for this book by scholars from Colombia, Croatia, Cuba, France, Mexico, and the United States. They analyze
Reyes’ poetry and essays from contrasting theoretical approaches and innovative readings of his major poetic works; his philosophical
correspondence with leading European and Mexican writers; modernism in the Anglo-American and Latin American essay tradition; and,
among other topics of interest, the idea of America and cosmopolitanism in his essays. The volume includes a full-length introduction, an
interview with Latin American poet and essayist Octavio Armand, and English translations of Armand’s poems. The study is of significant
value to scholars, teachers, students, and the general reader interested in a seminal writer who shaped the writing of poetry and the essay in
Latin American letters during the first half of the twentieth century.
The unforgettable characters from Ink and Bone and Paper and Fire unite to save the Great Library of Alexandria from itself in this electrifying
adventure in the New York Times bestselling series. Hoarding all the knowledge of the world, the Great Library jealously guards its secrets.
But now a group of rebels poses a dangerous threat to its tyranny.... Jess Brightwell and his band of exiles have fled London, only to find
themselves imprisoned in Philadelphia, a city led by those who would rather burn books than submit. But Jess and his friends have a
bargaining chip: the knowledge to build a machine that will break the Library's rule. Their time is running out. To survive, they'll have to
choose to live or die as one, to take the fight to their enemies--and to save the very soul of the Great Library....
Come with me and enter into the darkness of the fight between good and evil. The prince of darkness, half-demon and half-human son of
Lucifer, and Adriana, a presumed human orphan who is actually a full-blood good witch, journey along a dangerous, twisted path of light and
dark magic, each trying to reach their destinies. His is to marry her and become immortal, a supreme power for darkness, which will tilt the
balance between good and evil to evils side. Hers is to discover her heritage and regain her powers, joining her cousin, who is also a witch, to
be the only ones powerful enough to kill the king of hell, the princes father, setting evil back decades! Who shall conquer? Which way will the
balance tilt? Will humans become nothing more but slaves for a new demonic realm? And what of Lucifer? The prince? Adriana? Who shall
be left standing in the wake of the final war?
A Scholiast’s Quill
Ash and Quill
Deception
Literature by Women in Germany, 1770-1800
World Authors, 2000-2005
The Da Vinci Deception

Forever Your EarlThe Wicked Quills of LondonHarperCollins
Dispatched by the Republic to the planet Ord Cestus, where deadly battle droids are being manufactured, Obi-Wan Kenobi finds
his diplomatic efforts to keep the droids out of Confederacy hands thwarted by a secret adversary, a situation that forces him to
team up with a clone soldier. Reprint.
This book charts the entrance of women into public writing in the culturally vibrant world of late eighteenth-century Germany. It
gives an absorbing account of the failed autobiography of Friderika Baldinger; the successful fiction, disguised self-narratives,
and innovative monthly of Sophie La Roche; the praised poetry of Philippine Englehard; the controversial journalism and novels
of Marianne Ehrmann; and the poems and prose about love and suicide by Sophie Albrecht. The book offers a feminist
reassessment of the relationship of texts by these eighteenth-century German women writers to traditional literary history and
traces how the women changed the cultural discourse of their day.
Textile World
Compiled from the Best Authorities, Ancient and Modern
Scandalous Deception
The Field Book
1937-1950: a Case Study in the Politics of Municipal Employee Unionism
Quill & Quire
A fun new mystery series from the author of Gone with the Witch. The right dress can be magic;
the wrong one?murder! From the national bestselling author of Sensation?s Witch series comes the
new Vintage Magic mystery series, featuring Madeira Cutler. While opening her own vintage
clothing shop, Maddie must clear her family?s name when her sister?s wedding festivities hit a
snag: murder.
“Jedi Knight Obi-Wan Kenobi strides—and soars and plots and duels—again in this stirring new
addition to the Star Wars saga. . . . This splendid adventure yarn offers a gut-wrenching
surprise on nearly every page and a knock-the-socks-off ending.”—Publishers Weekly When the
economically depressed government of Ord Cestus threatens to sell incredibly deadly battle
droids to the Separatists, Supreme Chancellor Palpatine dispatches a team led by Jedi Knight ObiWan Kenobi to the planet. Their mission: to halt the deal. A peaceful resolution is preferable,
but if all else fails, the Republic will not hesitate to demonstrate the consequences of
disloyalty by launching a full-scale attack—wiping out not only the means of biodroid production
but countless lives as well. The prospect of such a slaughter only fuels Obi-Wan’s growing
suspicions about the sinister path the Republic seems to be taking. Facing a crisis of
conscience, Obi-Wan must find the wisdom and strength to prevent a bloodbath and safeguard the
Republic—while abiding by the ancient code to which he has pledged his life.
A thrilling novel that pits Scotland Yard against a mastermind of art forgery, from the author
of the acclaimed The Cezanne Chase.
Sisters of the Quill
The London Deception
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New Critical Essays on Alfonso Reyes
Greenwich Village Quill
The Cestus Deception: Star Wars Legends (Clone Wars)
The Wicked Quills of London
Eva Leigh's irresistible new series introduces the Wicked Quills of London: a group of bold, brilliant female writers whose spirited allure is beyond seductive . . .
Eleanor Hawke loves a good scandal. And readers of her successful gossip rag live for the exploits of her favorite subject: Daniel Balfour, the notorious Earl of
Ashford. So when the earl himself marches into her office and invites her to experience his illicit pursuits firsthand, Eleanor is stunned. Gambling hells, phaeton
races, masquerades . . . What more could a scandal writer want than a secret look into the life of this devilishly handsome rake? Daniel has secrets, and if The
Hawk's Eye gets wind of them, a man's life could be at stake. And what better way to distract a gossip than by feeding her the scandal she desperately craves? But
Daniel never expected the sharp mind and biting wit of the beautiful writer, and their desire for each other threatens even his best-laid plans. But when Eleanor
learns the truth of his deception, Daniel will do anything to prove a romance between a commoner and an earl could really last forever.
In a novel-in-verse that brims with grief and love, National Book Award-winning and New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Acevedo writes about the
devastation of loss, the difficulty of forgiveness, and the bittersweet bonds that shape our lives. Camino Rios lives for the summers when her father visits her in the
Dominican Republic. But this time, on the day when his plane is supposed to land, Camino arrives at the airport to see crowds of crying people… In New York
City, Yahaira Rios is called to the principal’s office, where her mother is waiting to tell her that her father, her hero, has died in a plane crash. Separated by
distance—and Papi’s secrets—the two girls are forced to face a new reality in which their father is dead and their lives are forever altered. And then, when it
seems like they’ve lost everything of their father, they learn of each other. Great for summer reading or anytime! Clap When You Land is a Today show pick for
“25 children’s books your kids and teens won’t be able to put down this summer!" Plus don't miss Elizabeth Acevedo's The Poet X and With the Fire on
High!
An artist, a lady, a secret passion… When Benedict Cole shuns her request for painting lessons, Lady "Cameo" Catherine Mary St. Clair takes matters into her own
hands. She arrives at Benedict's studio, only to be mistaken for a model! It's an opportunity she just can't turn down… Benedict knows better than to let intimacy
interfere with his work, yet he can't quell his fascination for the mysterious Cameo. And after one daring night together, everything changes. Will Cameo still be his
muse when Benedict discovers who she really is?
The field book; or, Sports and pastimes of the British islands, by the author of 'Wild sports of the west'.
A Theory of Permissive Consent and its Moral Metaphysics
Outing
Enticing Benedict Cole
The Story of America's Community Newspapers : Commemorating the Centennial of the National Newspaper Association
Everyone has a story and for Xavier London, he preferred to keep his hidden. As ruthless as he was, he still had
morals and those morals included betraying the one man who saved his life. He never thought that meeting
one woman could change everything. Tessa Sands never knew the truth about her life, nor did she ever
question it. The only life she knew was the one she was taught, disciplined by the man who raised and groomed
her to be only his. But, when another man entered her life, she slowly begins to discover that she had been
deceived from the start. Can she find true love or will his secrets get in the way? Their love for each other will
be tested. Only they can determine if love will win.
Three linked historical romances that will touch your heart and make you laugh, cry, and fall in love… Join a
desperate young countess, an enterprising spinster, and a penniless widow as they fall in love and learn to
experience pleasure for the very first time. This trio of sensual and deeply emotional stories includes one
daring rescue, one scandalous secret, one extremely awkward wedding night, one gentle giant, two battlescarred officers, a darkly gothic manor house, and some of the worst food in England. The Midnight Quill Trio
by award-winning and USA Today bestselling author Emily Larkin consists of two novellas and one full-length
novel — The Countess’s Groom, The Spinster’s Secret, and The Baronet’s Bride. If you love richly-detailed
historical romances filled with passion, emotion, and compelling characters, then this collection is for you!
Length: One novel and two novellas totaling 104,000 words Sensuality level: These historical romances contain
steamy love scenes The Countess’s Groom (a novella) Rose, the young Countess Malmstoke, is trapped in a
violent marriage. Escape seems impossible—until her horse groom, Will Fenmore, steps forward to help her.
The Spinster’s Secret (a novel) Matilda Chapple is penniless, orphaned, and dependent on her uncle’s grim
charity, but she’s finally found a way to escape: she’ll write her way to financial freedom! Her secret is
safe—until Waterloo veteran, Captain Edward Kane, agrees to uncover the anonymous author's identity. The
Baronet’s Bride (a novella) Sir Gareth Locke lost an arm at Waterloo. He’s in love with his new bride, Cecily,
but he’s dreading their wedding night. He knows it will be an ordeal: clumsy, awkward, and mortifying. But
Cecily and Gareth are about to have a wedding night that neither of them expects... “Straight up touched my
heart. It's been a while since I laughed, cried, despaired, and felt one with a character to this extent.” ~ Punya
Reviews (on The Spinster’s Secret) “Full of misunderstandings, desires, and erotism. Larkin at her best.” ~
Goodreads Reviewer (on The Baronet's Bride) “Tender and heartwarming.” ~ Buried Under Romance (on The
Countess’s Groom) “Beautifully written. The stories were so captivating that I continued to think of them long
afterwards.” ~ Amazon Reviewer (on the Midnight Quill Trio) “Larkin has a way with characters that draws you
in. I couldn't put down the book until I read all three stories.” ~ Goodreads Reviewer (on the Midnight Quill
Trio) “Smart, funny romances full of well-rounded characters and charm.” ~ Goodreads Reviewer (on the
Midnight Quill Trio) In addition to the three stories, this collection also contains the first chapter of The Earl’s
Dilemma.
This book is about permissive consent—the moral tool we use to give another person permission to do what
would otherwise be forbidden. For instance, consent to enter my home gives you permission to do what would
otherwise be trespass. This transformation is the very thing that philosophers identify as consent—which is
why we call it a normative power. It is something individuals can do, by choice, to change the moral or legal
world. But what human acts or attitudes render consent? When do coercive threats, offers, or lies undermine
the transformative power of consent? What intentions or conventions are necessary to render consent
meaningful? This book develops a novel theory that explains the moral features of consent in some of the most
central domains of human life—but that also serves as a study in how to theorize normative power. It argues
that consent is a moral mechanism with exactly the set of features that, when triggered, prevents another
person's behavior from constituting a certain kind of wrongdoing. What kind of wrongdoing? It depends on
what sort of permission is being granted. Sometimes consent permits others to enter, occupy, or act within
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some bounded domain wherein the consent-giver holds moral authority. In these cases, consent operates to
prevent what the book calls: Invasive Wrongdoing. By identifying the moral features that underlie this special
wrongdoing, we can learn what it takes to render consent.
Quill & Scroll
The Sketch
Whitechapel Quill
The Field Book: Or, Sports and Pastimes of the United Kingdom
Scalpel and Quill
The Contested Quill
An engrossing novel-in-stories that paints a tapestry of secrets and lies: why we keep them, why we tell them, and what happens next. Americans Jenny
and her brother, Tom, are off to England: Tom to university, to dodge the Vietnam draft, Jenny to be the new girl at a boarding school, Illington Hall.
This is Jenny's chance to finally stand out, so accidentally, on purpose, she tells a lie. In the small world of Ill Hall, everyone has something to hide.
Jenny pretends she has a boyfriend. Robbie and Luke both pretend they don't. Brenda won't tell what happened with the school doctor. Nico wants to
keep his mother's memoir a secret. Percy is hush-hush about his famous dad. Oona lies to everyone. Penelope lies only to herself. Deftly told from
multiple points of view in various narrative styles, including letters and movie screenplays, What We Hide is provocative, honest, often funny, and
always intriguing. “Poignant and often witty.” —Kirkus Reviews “An evocative representation of the tumultuous ’60s.” —Publishers Weekly “Juicy, fastpaced.” —SLJ
Desperate to escape her lecherous stepfather, flame-haired Brianna Quinn seeks refuge with the Duke of Huntley, a childhood friend. But her hopes
crumble when she discovers that Edmond, the duke's hot-blooded twin, is masquerading as the duke to thwart an assassination scheme. With nowhere
to turn, Brianna plays into the intrigue as Edmond's fiance...and soon their forced proximity ignites into a burning desire. But when Edmond's enemies
threaten Brianna, he must choose between his countrymen and the woman he loves more than life itself....
Representing a broad range of ethnic diversity, these in-depth profiles present fascinating accounts of lives and careers, the circumstances under which
works were produced, and their literary significance. Each profile also includes critical evaluation, a list of the author's principal works with date first
published, a list of major critical works, and a portrait or photograph where available.
What We Hide
Contemporary Authors
Rise and Kill First
The Cestus Deception
Sport, Adventure, Travel Fiction
Midnight Quill Trio

Your students and users will find biographical information on approximately 300 modern writers in this volume of Contemporary
Authors(R).
Stage fright takes on a whole new meaning when the Hardys go behind the scenes. While on a student exchange program in
England, Frank and Joe help out with the dress rehearsal for a new murder-mystery play. But suddenly Joe is nearly cooked by
exploding stage lights! An accident? Maybe. But when “accidents” start happening all over the production, a real mystery is in the
air. Rumors are flying about the spirit of an actress who died in the theater one hundred years ago. Could the culprit be a vengeful
ghost? Or is this the work of something—or someone—a little too close to this world for comfort?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The first definitive history of the Mossad, Shin Bet, and the IDF’s targeted killing programs,
hailed by The New York Times as “an exceptional work, a humane book about an incendiary subject.” WINNER OF THE
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD IN HISTORY NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY JENNIFER
SZALAI, THE NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Economist • The New York
Times Book Review • BBC History Magazine • Mother Jones • Kirkus Reviews The Talmud says: “If someone comes to kill you,
rise up and kill him first.” This instinct to take every measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the Jewish people is hardwired
into Israel’s DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in 1948, protecting the nation from harm has been the responsibility of
its intelligence community and armed services, and there is one weapon in their vast arsenal that they have relied upon to thwart
the most serious threats: Targeted assassinations have been used countless times, on enemies large and small, sometimes in
response to attacks against the Israeli people and sometimes preemptively. In this page-turning, eye-opening book, journalist and
military analyst Ronen Bergman—praised by David Remnick as “arguably [Israel’s] best investigative reporter”—offers a riveting
inside account of the targeted killing programs: their successes, their failures, and the moral and political price exacted on the men
and women who approved and carried out the missions. Bergman has gained the exceedingly rare cooperation of many current
and former members of the Israeli government, including Prime Ministers Shimon Peres, Ehud Barak, Ariel Sharon, and Benjamin
Netanyahu, as well as high-level figures in the country’s military and intelligence services: the IDF (Israel Defense Forces), the
Mossad (the world’s most feared intelligence agency), Caesarea (a “Mossad within the Mossad” that carries out attacks on the
highest-value targets), and the Shin Bet (an internal security service that implemented the largest targeted assassination
campaign ever, in order to stop what had once appeared to be unstoppable: suicide terrorism). Including never-before-reported,
behind-the-curtain accounts of key operations, and based on hundreds of on-the-record interviews and thousands of files to which
Bergman has gotten exclusive access over his decades of reporting, Rise and Kill First brings us deep into the heart of Israel’s
most secret activities. Bergman traces, from statehood to the present, the gripping events and thorny ethical questions underlying
Israel’s targeted killing campaign, which has shaped the Israeli nation, the Middle East, and the entire world. “A remarkable feat of
fearless and responsible reporting . . . important, timely, and informative.”—John le Carré
Clap When You Land
The Secret History of Israel's Targeted Assassinations
Green Light Ethics
Collective Bargaining in the New York City Transit System
Index de Périodiques Canadiens
A Veiled Deception
New Wine, New Wineskins: Perspectives of Young Moral Theologians Edited by Conor Hill, Kent Lasnoski,
Matthew Sherman, John Sikorski and Matthew Whelan Is New Wine, New Wineskins Still New? Reflecting on
Wineskins after Seventeen Years Conor Hill, Kent Lasnoski, Matthew Sherman, John Sikorski and Matthew
Whelan Before the Eucharist, a Familial Morality Arises Matthew Sherman The Works of Mercy: Francis and the
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Family Kevin Schemenauer Mercy Is A Person: Pope Francis and the Christological Turn in Moral Theology
Alessandro Rovati Morality, Human Nature, and the Sacred Heart of Jesus Joshua Evans Living the Mystery:
Doctrine, Intellectual Disability, and Christian Imagination Medi Ann Volpe Towards a Conjugal Spirituality:
Karol Wojtyla's Vision of Marriage Before, During, and After Vatican II John Sikorski The Principle of Double
Effect within Catholic Moral Theology: A Response to Two Criticisms of the Principle in Relation to Palliative
Sedation Gina Maria Noia Is Aquinas's Envy Pagan? Sheryl Overmyer Resisting the Less Important: Aquinas on
Modesty John-Mark Miravalle Agere Contra: An "Ignatian Option" for Engagement with American Society and
Culture Benjamin T. Peters Human or Person? On the Burial of Aborted Children Justin Menno Jesus is the
Jubilee: A Theological Reflection on the Pontifical Council of Justice and Peace's Toward a Better Distribution of
Land: The Challenge of Agrarian Reform Matthew Philipp Whelan Laudato Si' on Non-Human Animals Anatoly
Angelo R. Aseneta
In 1888 London, an aspiring journalist will do almost anything to get a story on the front page of her father's
male dominated newspaper. Long grown tired of revamping redundant weekly missives regarding high-society
fashion and gardening tips, Samantha Winston yearns for the day when she might prove it doesn't take a pair of
over-inflated bollocks to merit the coveted headline...even if it means going undercover to unearth the identity of
the most sadistic killer to ever darken Whitechapel's fog-laden alleys. Yet when Samantha intersects the path of
Adam Hawkins, a meddlesome, fork-tongued, disarmingly attractive American seemingly hell-bent on ending the
elusive killer's reign of blood and terror, she finds herself no longer the huntress, but the hunted...
New Wine, New Wineskins: Perspectives of Young Moral Theologians
Journal of Moral Theology, Volume 6, Number 2
The Prince's Quest
A Clone Wars Novel
Beneath Deception (Unbreakable Series )
From Quill to Computer
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